Bookburners

The critically acclaimed urban fantasy
about a secret team of agents that hunts
down dangerous books containing deadly
magicpreviously released serially online by
Serial Box, now available in print for the
first time!Magic is real, and hungry. Its
trapped in ancient texts and artifacts, and
only a few who discover it survive to fight
back. Detective Sal Brooks is a survivor.
She joins a Vatican-backed black-ops
anti-magic squadTeam Three of the
Societas Librorum Occultorumand together
they stand between humanity and the
magical apocalypse. Some call them the
Bookburners. They dont like the label.
Supernatural meets The Da Vinci Code in a
fast-paced, kickass character driven novel
chock-full of magic, mystery, and mayhem,
written collaboratively by a team of some
of the best writers working in fantasy.

Bookburners: The Complete Season 2 (Bookburners Season 2) - Kindle edition by Max Gladstone, Margaret Dunlap,
Brian Francis Slattery, Andrea Phillips, MurBookburners, Season One. Magic is real, and hungrytrapped in ancient texts
and artifacts, only a few who discover it survive to fight back. Detective Sal BrooksBookburners, Season One. Magic is
real, and hungrytrapped in ancient texts and artifacts, only a few who discover it survive to fight back. Detective Sal
Brooks One of the authors of the Bookburners series, Margaret Dunlap, shares tips and tricks for writing a season of
episodes on Serial Box. Season 3Editorial Reviews. From School Library Journal. NYPD detective Sal Brooks is rudely
Bookburners: The Complete Season 1 - Kindle edition by Max Gladstone, Mur Lafferty, Brian Francis Slattery,
Margaret Dunlap. Download it once and readFind out more about Bookburners by Max Gladstone, Margaret Dunlap,
Mur Lafferty, Brian Francis Slattery, Mark Weaver, Jeffrey Veregge at Simon & Schuster. Max Gladstones
Bookburners is in fine bookstores this week - all 800 pages of it! We caught up with the author. This perfectly fluffy
urban fantasy yarn, a compiled season of 16 serial episodes (all published online by Serial Box as both text and audio), 8 min - Uploaded by TheReading RhodesAn episodic story originally publishing on http:/// and written with Mur
Lafferty People-are-awesome pitch: Bookburners is Margaret Dunlap (The Middleman, Lizzie Bennet Diaries), Mur
Lafferty (Shambling Guide to New Everything in the Bookburners lives falls into two categories: Before London and
After London. Before London, things were strange, sure, but Were excited to share the cover of Bookburners, a
collaborative novel featuring the talents of Max Gladstone, Margaret Dunlap, Mur Lafferty,Download the Bookburners
audiobook series and listen anywhere, anytime on your iPhone, Android or Windows device. Get the Audible Audio
Editions of theBookburners. Created By Max Gladstone. Some books have teeth. Magic is real, and hungrytrapped in
ancient texts and artifacts, only a few who discover itBuy Bookburners by Max Gladstone, Margaret Dunlap, Mur
Lafferty, Brian Francis Slattery, Mark Weaver, Jeffrey Veregge from Amazons Fiction Books Store.
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